
A joint Awareness Campaign by Garbage Free India
and Students of CSW, Nirmala Niketan.

make Everyday Earth day
Starting Earth day till Environment Day

22nd April- 5th June 2021. 
Participate in our activites to spread love for

Earth. 

"Earth is what we all have in common" –
 Wendell Berry

Make Everyday Earth
Day

we urge you to 

#westandforwhatwestandon



 Single-use plastic pollution is
caused due to today’s  throw away

culture. When you throw away
plastic waste it doesn’t mean it

gets disappeared. Infact, it is
going somewhere. May be into the

Landfills or the Ocean. It is
endangering life on land as well as

in water. Plastic is made to be
decay proof. Hence, it  remains in
the environment for thousands of

years.

Lets Reduce Single Use Plastic

"When you Refuse to Reuse its the
Earth you Abuse." - Nisha jk 

#westandforwhatwestandon



Recyclable

Not recycled in
normal collection

Let's Learn about Plastic Resin codes
#westandforwhatwestandon
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Tag the Plastic Product with the Appropriate
resin code (Refer the previous poster)

Activity



#westandforwhatwestandon

Activity

Let's Learn about Plastic Resin codes

Find Resin Codes on Plastic codes on in your
home.  (Refer to the picture to search for codes)

Step 1 - Find 7 plastic products (like
lunchbox, plastic container, toys, etc)

around your house  (Kitchen, bedroom,
washroom, etc).

Step 2 -  Find the resin code behind the
product in a triangle.

Step 3 - Make a list of plastic products and
their Resin codes. 



Some other Activity
Get involved in these activities,

Make Everyday earth Day
 1) Show that you are using an eco

Friendly Bag      and avoiding plastic
bags.

 2) Show how creatively you are
reusing plastic containers.

 3) Get involved in recycling plastic
in Mumbai through GFI’s Milk Bag

Project (Dattatray project manager -
7208589759)

Lets Reduce Single Use Plastic

#westandforwhatwestandon

Teacher's Email your students' entries on
educate@garbagefreeindia.org



"The work to protect one species lead
the saving humanity and earth"

                               - Ananya bhatt

 
Why you
should
save

species?

Activity 

2.To maintain
balance in food

chain 

4. For the
livelihood of
individual 

3. For Medicinal
and asthetic

value

#westandforwhatwestandon

1. Healthy
Ecosystem 

Please answer the following question to know more
about  species in India.  



#westandforwhatwestandon

1) Which animal is known as the natural shower of the
world?

 
 A. It’s Horn  
 B. It’s eyes  
 c. It’s skin 
 D. It’s meat

a.
 

b c d 

2) For what is the vulnerable Indian Rhinoceros hunted?

3) Which of the following flower smells like rotting flesh?

How much do you know about
species?

4) What is primary source of food for a Giant Panda?

A. Bamboo 
B. Grasses
C. Meat

A. Flame lily b. Titan Arum c. Anthurium 



#westandforwhatwestandon

6) Which of the following is the top predator of river ecosystem?

7)  Which of the following birds is the state bird of three Indian 
states?

5)  Which animal’s urine smells like butter popcorn? 

A. Giraffe    B. Elephant       C. Deer        D. Bengal Tiger 

c. Ganges River Dolphin 

8) What is the primary diet of sloth bear?

A. Meat
B. Insect 
C. Grass 

d. Greater Flamingo

 B. tuna A. Blue Whale 

B. Blue Jay C. Great HornbillA. Hill Mynah
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9) Which one among the following lays eggs and does not produce youn
ones directly?

11) For which one of the following snake’s diets mainly composed of 
other snakes?

10) Which of the following is the world’s only vegetarian marine mammal?

 

A. Echidna
B. Kangaroo
C. Porcupine
D. Whale

A. Krait      B. Russel's viper     C. Rattlesnake    D. King Cobra

A. Dugongs B. Sea lions c. Dolphins



#westandforwhatwestandon

1

 

they enjoy a shower whenever they can by sucking
water from their trunks and spraying it on themselves. 

   Rhinoceroses are hunted for their horns, which in parts of
Asia are powdered and used in local medicines

A. Bamboo 
The giant panda’s diet is over 99% bamboos. However
it does occasionally eat grasses and meat

Answers 
B.

2 A. It’s Horn

3 B. Titan Arum

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

D. Bengal Tiger 

 They are important in controlling and maintaining healthy fish and
crustacean populations, their primary sources of food.

c. Ganges River Dolphin 

A. Echidna

A. Dugongs

B. Insect 
The sloth bear has an insect-based diet, breaking open termite and
ant mounds with their sharp claws

11 D. King Cobra

B. Blue Jay 

 

Elephant



#westandforwhatwestandon

 Click a picture of any one
species around you, find info
about them and post and tag

GFI.
 
 

Activity 

teacher's Email your students' entries
on educate@garbagefreeindia.org

https://instagram.com/garbagefreeindia?igshid=ai4xcwituf87


 Artist of the Earth will create
work of art centred on the

environment.

Let's be artists of
the Earth

#westandforwhatwestandon



# Collect material to create your art.
Depending on your location this might

include small rocks, shells, leaves, sticks,
flowers, feather and more

Get involved in any activity,
click pics & tag GFI 

Activities

#westandforwhatwestandon

# Click natures pictures or videos 

# Painting inspired by nature  

Teacher's Email your students'
entries on

educate@garbagefreeindia.org



(2) What inspires you in nature?

(1) What does nature mean to
you?

Guiding Questions

#westandforwhatwestandon

(3) Where can you find natural
material near you for your art? 

(4) What are your favourite
things about nature?



#westandforwhatwestandon

Once upon a time not too long ago, in fact,
even until now, humans burned lots of fossil
fuels to fly planes, drive cars and set up new
factories and power plants. These activities

have been emitting many toxic (harmful)
chemicals, gases and particles in the air. 

 
Air Pollution is the contamination of

air/atmosphere due to gases, fumes, particles
and other harmful substances. These

pollutants make the air unhealthy and unfit
for all living beings.

 

Breathing Pure and Clean Air is 
 every living being's 

RIGHT



Be a Part of the Solution Not Part of the Pollution 

Circle the Images that you think cause 'Air Pollution'

#westandforwhatwestandon
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Use public transport or
carpool instead of private

vehicles

Breathe Think  Act

Let's Clean the Air

Number each action from 1 to 4 based on  your priority for ACTION
1=highest priority & 4=least priority

Plant trees

Turn off the electronic gadgets
when not in use. Reduce the use

of AC, Refrigerator and
Microwave.

Ride bicycle often



"The Greatest threat to our Planet is
the belief that someone will protect it."

– Robert Swan

#westandforwhatwestandon

Earth Day

Don't forget to Email your entries on
educate@garbagefreeindia.org


